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Abstract

**Background:** Vaccination has significantly contributed to reducing once common and even deadly infectious diseases, yet vaccine hesitancy threatens the emergence of vaccine-preventable diseases. The COVID-19 pandemic has caused the need for the largest mass vaccination campaign ever undertaken to date; however, African, Caribbean, and Black (ACB) populations have shown both a disproportionately high degree of negative impacts from the pandemic and the lowest willingness to become vaccinated. Low vaccination rates in this vulnerable population are a pinnacle concern in public health, as low vaccination rates in ACB communities may both be the result of health inequities, as well as further exacerbate them.

**Purpose:** To explore low vaccine uptake in African, Caribbean, and Black (ACB) populations relative to public health in high-income countries. **Objectives:** 1) To identify concepts and boundaries of existing evidence sources on low vaccine uptake in ACB populations; 2) To map out the evidence on the concepts and boundaries and to identify gaps in the research; and 3) To determine existing interventions to improve low vaccine uptake in the study population.

**Methodology:** This scoping review follows the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) framework for scoping reviews, supplemented by the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews extension (PRISMA-ScR). Any deviations from the JBI recommendations are stated. **Theoretical underpinnings** of the intersectionality approach will be used to help interpret the complexities of health inequities in the ACB population, including those related to the social determinants of health (SDOH). **Search strategies** were developed by an information specialist (VC) and peer-reviewed using the PRESS guideline. The search was conducted in: MEDLINE(R) ALL (OvidSP), Embase (OvidSP), CINAHL (EBSCOHost), APA PsycInfo (OvidSP), Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (OvidSP), Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews.
(OvidSP), Allied & Complimentary Medicine Database (Ovid SP), and Web of Science. 

**Eligibility criteria** are based on the Population, Concept, Context (PCC) framework. The inclusion criteria for this study included evidence-sources with a primary focus on African, Caribbean, and Black populations, and other related terms; high-income countries as defined by the World Bank where ACB populations are considered a minority; all service providers; English and French languages; all types of evidence sources; related to low vaccine uptake and alternative terms; all vaccines; and publications from 2020- current (July 19th, 2022). The screening, selection, and extraction of the evidence sources were completed by the AVA research team. Analysis was done through the process of Thematic Mapping, and summarization and presentation of the findings were done through a narrative description organized using the socioeconomic model (SEM) as a framework.

**Ethics and dissemination:** This study used published evidence sources with no human or animal participants; thus, ethical approval and consent to participate are not applicable.

**Dissemination:** This will occur through peer-reviewed open-access journals and conferences that target stakeholders in public health, vaccination campaigns and overcoming inequities in healthcare.
Introduction

African, Caribbean, and Black (ACB) populations are not only vulnerable due to health inequities, as evidenced by higher rates of SARS-CoV-2 infections, hospitalizations, and associated mortalities, but are also the least willing to receive the vaccine.[1–3] The COVID-19 pandemic has been one of the greatest public health threats of modern times, bringing societal, community, and individual challenges to the forefront; these impacts have been intensified in racialized communities, as pre-existing inequities and vulnerabilities are exacerbated.[4,5] These inequities are strongly influenced by socioeconomic factors, referred to as the social determinants of health (SDOH); for example, death rates in ACB populations were higher in areas with a greater incidence of adverse SDOH.[5,6] Although race-based data collection remains inconsistent in Canada, the cities of Ottawa and Toronto reported 1.5-5 times the increase in COVID-19 infection rates among racialized communities; these findings are consistent with other high-income countries, including the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK).[5,7,8] These highlighted COVID-19 racial inequities regarding disease and vaccinations in ACB populations, are not new; public health disparities also occurred during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, and high rates of vaccination mistrust have been reported for the Human Papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, H1N1 vaccine, and influenza vaccine.[4,9–12]

The World Health Organization (WHO)[13] defines vaccine hesitancy as the refusal or reluctance to become vaccinated despite available vaccines; the reasons identified include complacency, inconvenience, and lack of confidence. It can result in delayed vaccination or uncertainty in the vaccine even after its administration, which can threaten vaccination programs
by leading to decreased coverage and increased risk of vaccine-preventable disease outbreaks.[14,15] Currently, vaccine hesitancy regarding the COVID-19 vaccination threatens the success of the largest mass vaccination campaign ever undertaken to date, both within Canada and globally.[16] However, the importance of addressing vaccine hesitancy reaches beyond its implications for COVID-19, including both current and potential future outbreaks; the coronavirus alone has accounted for three pandemics within the last 20 years, including COVID-19, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS).[17]

Vaccine uptake has been declining over the past several decades; global coverage dropped from 86% in 2019 to 83% in 2020, with the highest rate of children under one, 23 million, not receiving basic vaccines since 2009, and completely unvaccinated children increasing by 3.4 million.[18,19] In 2019, the World Health Organization (WHO) listed both vaccine hesitancy and weak primary healthcare as two of the top ten threats to global health; both threaten the success of vaccination campaigns.[13,20]

In Canada and globally, vaccines significantly prevent and control infectious diseases and are thus a cornerstone of public health.[21] Historically, vaccines have reduced disease-specific mortality rates, including smallpox, rabies, polio, the plague, typhoid and many more, and have significantly decreased infant mortality rates globally[18]; over 3 million child deaths are estimated to be prevented each year globally, through vaccinations.[22] Despite vaccinations being considered to be one of the public health’s greatest success stories, vaccine hesitancy is influenced by the confidence in the competencies of health professionals and health
Vigilance is required to maintain and increase vaccine uptake, especially in vulnerable populations, as people’s behaviors and willingness to follow recommended measures are the most powerful tools against viral spread. Public health interventions must go beyond the COVID-19 vaccine and seek to understand the historical basis for vaccine hesitancy, while adapting to the current dynamics and preparing for future outbreaks. If public health fails to implement appropriate interventions, health inequities threaten to become even more vast, as those who are socioeconomically disadvantaged often have health conditions that are exacerbated by inadequate healthcare. Further research is needed to determine why ACB populations have the lowest level of vaccine acceptance in Canada than other high-income countries. These disparities need to be promptly addressed; however, a greater understanding about the implications of challenges faced by vulnerable populations on vaccine uptake and public health is required.

Prior to embarking on creating service provider (i.e., healthcare providers, policymakers, and community organization providers) interventions applicable to vaccine hesitancy in vulnerable ACB populations, associated concepts and their boundaries must be clarified. Due to the explorative nature and broad overview desired, a scoping review (ScR) approach has been chosen. There has been a steady increase in the use of ScRs, as they are valuable for health researchers to establish the breadth of data available. Due to this ScR not undergoing assessment of bias, including critically appraising the evidence sources, the implication for service providers would be better served through a systematic review however, if the evidence sources reveal any potential implication to service provider practice, service provider knowledge
and research, these will be stated.[32,33] The essential characteristics of this ScR will include
pre-planning through the creation of a protocol, transparency of the processes involved, and
clarity of concepts.[31]

A preliminary search in JBI Evidence Synthesis, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews,
Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) and PubMed, for existing
scoping reviews, systematic reviews and protocols was performed on January 31\textsuperscript{st}, 2022, relating
to the determinants of vaccine hesitancy and ACB populations. This search was done using
Several terms (refer to S1 File), and the keywords such as “vaccine hesitancy” and “Black”
yielded the most relevant results, namely, the following four reviews: One rapid systematic
review related to COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy and minority ethnic groups in the UK[34]; one
scoping review related to COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy globally[35]; and two systematic
reviews, one related to vaccine hesitancy in the US[36] and the second related to vaccine
acceptance in different populations in the US.\textsuperscript{38} In addition, on June 22\textsuperscript{nd}, 2022, VC searched the
Open Science Framework (OFS) site and found the ScR protocol on racial and ethnic minorities
and Indigenous population groups living in high-income countries.[38] To avoid duplication of
findings, this ScR included all vaccines, ACB populations specifically, all high-income countries
where the ACB population is considered a minority population, and evidence sources from 2020-
2022.

To develop a clear study structure, and to help guide the selection of evidence sources that align
with the research question, the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) recommended PCC (population,
concepts, context) framework was used; PCC was also used to compose the title as per the JBI
The research question is: What are the determinants and interventions of low vaccine uptake in African, Caribbean, and Black (ACB) populations relative to healthcare in high-income countries? Whereby the population (P) is ACB populations and service providers, the concept (C) is low vaccine uptake, and the context (C) is healthcare in high income.

The aim of this ScR is to explore low vaccine uptake in ACB populations relative to public health in high-income countries. The objectives are: 1) To identify concepts and boundaries of existing evidence sources on low vaccine uptake in ACB populations; 2) To map the evidence on the concepts and boundaries and to identify gaps in the research; and 3) To determine existing interventions to improve low vaccine uptake in the study population. These objectives were achieved through systematically reviewing the breadth and types of source evidence available.

This scoping review is part of a larger study examining vaccine uptake in the ACB community which has been funded by the Public Health Agency of Canada. Funding number: # 2122-HQ-000318. The study received full ethical approval from the University of Ottawa Research Ethics Board (REB). University of Ottawa ethics approval certificate number: H-12-21-7558.

**Methodology**

The Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) scoping review (ScR) methodological framework by Peters et al.[32] will help provide organization to this ScR, which aims to outline different types of evidence on the determinants of vaccine hesitancy in ACB populations, and the gaps for future research. The nine steps of the framework are; 1) defining and aligning the objectives and research question; 2) developing and aligning the inclusion criteria with the objectives and
question; 3) describing the planned approach to evidence searching, selection, data extraction
and evidence presentation; 4) searching the evidence; 5) selecting the evidence; 6) extracting the
evidence; 7) analyzing the evidence; 8) presenting the evidence; and 9) summarizing the
evidence in relation to the purpose of the review, making conclusions, and noting any
implications of the findings.[32]

Developing and Aligning the Inclusion Criteria with the Objectives and Questions

The inclusion criteria are: evidence-sources with a primary focus on African, Caribbean, and
Black (ACB) populations and related terms; high-income countries as defined by the World
Bank[39] where ACB populations are considered a minority; all service providers; English and
French languages; all types of evidence sources; related to low vaccine uptake and alternative
terms; all vaccines; and publications from 2020-current (July 19th, 2022).

The exclusion criteria are: Evidence sources prior to 2020, racialized and minority populations
that are not ACB, and any evidence source that does not meet the inclusion criteria.

Eligibility Criteria with Explanation in PCC Framework.

The population (P) includes any person, community, or population that is identified as African,
Caribbean, and Black (ACB) or related terms. This population has been chosen because of their
high levels of vulnerability and high propensity for vaccine hesitancy. The evidence source must
describe the population in a high-income country. This is to aid in exploring the roles of race and
ethnicity on the health of ACB populations in Canada, which has often been extrapolated from US and UK-derived statistics; two countries that systematically collect race-based health data. The case of collecting race-based data in Canada can be challenging. Other racialized populations within high-income countries will be excluded, as they have their own distinct identities and face unique inequities; therefore, a separate ScR, to which they are the primary focus, may be more appropriate.

The concept (C) of determinants of vaccine hesitancy encompasses reasons for unwillingness to be vaccinated and other similarly meaning sentiments. Due to the increasing trend of vaccine hesitancy, measures should be taken to identify and understand underlying factors and to inform the creation of effective and targeted solutions. In this ScR, attempts will be made to explore all relevant concepts and their boundaries, with the only exclusion pertaining to the dates of publication. Publication dates will be restricted to December 2020 to current, to provide contemporary evidence sources that are also inclusive to the public availability of the COVID-19 vaccine.

The context (C) of public health has no exclusion criteria; both vulnerable populations and vaccinations are a primary concern of public health. Despite the ambiguity of some terms used within the research question, these are consistent with Arkey and O’Malley, which recommends maintaining a wide approach to generate a breadth of literature; more parameters could be added once a general scope and volume of evidence sources is obtained.
Planned Approach to Evidence Searching, Selection, and Data Extraction

The intention of this section is to provide a transparent and auditable search strategy and to provide structure to the proposed ScR.[32] The search strategy can be found in S1 File.

Planned Approach to Evidence Searching.

A comprehensive search strategy will be developed to identify relevant evidence sources based on the research questions and PCC framework. To increase the breadth of the ScR, source evidence will be open to all types, including primary studies, secondary studies, grey literature, poster presentations, abstracts, reports, and so on. Only French and English evidence sources will be used due to feasibility reasons, as these are the primary languages of the researchers, and translation is not available. In addition, only evidence sources with a primary focus on African, Caribbean, and/or Black populations will be included so that issues specific to this target population are addressed. Furthermore, the time frame will be restricted to 2020-current (July 19th, 2022) to provide contemporary findings, given the dynamic nature of vaccine uptake, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic. All evidence sources from the searches will be recorded in the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews (PRISMA) flowchart adapted from Page et al.[45]
The search strategy will follow the three-step process recommended by JBI[32]; step 1 will involve an initial search to identify a list of terms; step 2 will be the implementation of the search strategy based on the identified terms, and step 3 will involve a hand search of the references from selected evidence sources, direct contacting of authors were performed due to time limitations.

**Step 1: Initial Search to Identify the List of Relevant Terms.**

To help capture the breadth of low vaccine uptake in ACB populations relative to public health in high-income countries, a piloting of keywords and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms were conducted by research team members SB and JE with information specialist VC June 2022. Initial searches were used to inform the iterative process of the ScR, by potentially refining and allowing for new sources and keywords to be added.[32]

Search strategies will be developed by an information specialist (VC) and peer-reviewed using the PRESS guideline.[46] The search will be conducted in: MEDLINE(R) ALL (OvidSP), Embase (OvidSP), CINAHL (EBSCOHost), APA PsycInfo (OvidSP), Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (OvidSP), Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews (OvidSP), Allied & Complimentary Medicine Database (Ovid SP), and Web of Science. Each database will be searched from its inception until July 19, 2022, for the concept of “Vaccine uptake” and “African, Black and Caribbean” populations using a combination of subject headings and keywords.

**Step 2: Implementation of Search Strategy Based on Identified Terms.**
Drafting the search strategy will be informed by two Cochrane reviews [47,48] and a protocol in the Open Science Framework [38] for the concept of vaccine uptake. The concept of African, Caribbean and Blacks will be informed by consulting Hope et al.’s [49] systematic review. No search filters or language limits will be used, and publication restrictions will be applied to the search.

**Step 3: Hand Searches and Reference List.**

Research team members (MA, PB, GO, KS, RS, ECO, ID, SJ, HO, and SB) will manually search the retrieved publications' reference lists to find all relevant studies that they would consider. All references that satisfy the eligibility requirements will be checked against our initial list of articles for duplication, and any that are found to be duplicates will be deleted. Additional hand searches will not be done due to time constraints. All other sources of evidence will be listed in the PRISMA flowchart.

**The Planned Approach to Selection**

All evidence sources from the database searches will be uploaded into the software program Covidence, which will remove duplicate articles. They will then be screened by their title and abstract based on the aforementioned eligibility criteria by two members of the research team (MA, PB, GO, RS, ECO, ID, SJ, SB) being resolved by a third team member. During this process, any additional duplicate articles found will be removed. Articles will be selected based on the title, and abstract screening, followed by the full text by two research team members (MA, PB, GO, KS, RS, ECO, ID, SJ, SB), and a third member will resolve any conflicts. The number
of excluded articles will be recorded in the PRISMA flowchart with the rationale for their exclusion.

The Planned Approach to Data Extraction

A critical appraisal of the selected evidence sources will not be performed; it is not typically performed in an ScR.[32] This helps maintain a breadth of evidence from various sources; including, primary studies, secondary studies, grey literature, websites, blogs, reports etc. However, risk for bias is created by not critically appraising the evidence sources, and thus findings will not be synthesized.[32] However, in order to create a descriptive narrative of the evidence sources, an extraction table will be created to provide an analytical framework.[44]

To calibrate the table, reviewers will independently extract three evidence sources, which will subsequently be compared and, any discrepancies between the reviewers will be discussed until at least a 75% agreement is achieved. At this point, any remaining issues will be recorded, and the full extraction of all sources of evidence will occur.[32] Creating the table is an iterative process, and modifications may be made as through the same process as more evidence emerges.[50] Refer to S2 File for a template of the extraction table; any further changes made will be documented and a rationale will be provided. The template for this table contains general information and information that can help inform the research questions and objectives; namely, first author, date, country of origin, population, vaccination type, study design, sample size, findings, and conclusion. Given that several different types of evidence sources are anticipated, it is not expected that all categories in the general extraction table will be completed for each evidence source; not applicable (N/A) will be written, where appropriate. However, the extracted
data from each evidence source will align with the research question and objectives based on reviewing its entire text. Microsoft Word will be used during the extraction process to record and organize the data. The extracted information will be used to inform the collation and summarization of the findings from the evidence sources.

Planned Approach to Collation and Summarization and Presentation of Evidence

Thematic mapping (TM) [51] will be used to collate and summarize the extracted data, as it is ideal for accommodating the multiple types of evidence sources in this study. This method also allows for the production of themes while maintaining the breadth of information within each theme through the creation of subthemes (descriptive and analytical themes), which is consistent with Arkey and O’Malley,[44] which has stated that a ScR seeks to explore the breadth of existing evidence sources and not to qualify the evidence or provide generalizable robust findings and Peters et al.[32] which has stated that results should be descriptively mapped rather than synthesized. The critical appraisal step in TM will not be performed, as it is unnecessary for a ScR.

Thematic Mapping is a three-phase process:
**Figure 1 Thematic mapping.** This diagram from Etowa et al.[51] illustrates the steps in thematic mapping. These steps will be followed in our study with the exception of the qualitative appraisal which is not required in a scoping review.[32]

The aim of Phase 1 will be to create initial codes and descriptive themes which are informed by the theoretical underpinnings used in this study; namely, intersectionality, the social determinants of health (SDOH), and the socio-economic model (SEM) as they relate to low vaccine uptake in African, Caribbean, and Black (ACB) populations relative to public health in high-income countries. In this phase, the articles will be divided by article types. To ensure methodological rigor two reviewers will independently code the extracted data from each article; namely, MA and SB will extract the qualitative articles, GO and SB will extract the quantitative
articles, KS and SB will extract the commentaries, and RS and SB will extract the mixed methods articles, any conflicts will be resolved by a third researcher JB. Consistent with Objective 1 of this study, which is to identify concepts and boundaries of existing evidence sources on low vaccine uptake in ACB populations, the generated codes from each type of article will be used to create descriptive themes which will then further define the context and boundaries of concepts within each group. The descriptive themes will be based on grouping the codes by similarities and differences until a consensus was reached.

Within Phase 2, analytical themes will be created to gain further insight into the characteristics of the descriptive themes that reflected the content within each article grouping (qualitative, quantitative, mixed method and commentaries) separately. The descriptive themes from each article will be grouped based on similarities and differences into analytical themes through induction and interpretation that is consistent with the PCC research question and the theoretical underpinnings as in Phase 1. The iterative process of creating the final analytical themes will conclude when a consensus was reached between the research team members.

Within Phase 2, main themes will be created to give a broad overview of findings based on the similarities and differences across all groups (article types). These main themes will be used to map the evidence on the concepts and boundaries, identify gaps in the research (Objective 2), and determine existing interventions to improve low vaccine uptake in the study population (Objective 3).

A descriptive narrative summary will be used to describe these findings because an ScR's analysis is descriptive by nature.[32]
Ethics Approval and Consent to Participate

This study will use published evidence sources with no human or animal participants; thus ethical approval and consent to participate will not be applicable.

Discussion

In order to limit bias, this ScR procedure will predefine the search question, objectives, methodology, eligibility criteria, search methods, data extraction techniques, summary, and the presentation of anticipated findings.[32] This ScR will provide a broad perspective from a variety of evidence sources, with a focus on understanding the circumstances and limitations of ACB communities' low vaccination rates. Moreover, it will aid in determining the range of available evidence sources available and identify research gaps. This ScR will gain insight into different vulnerable populations by pinpointing the factors that result in low vaccine uptake in ACB populations and will offer insight into the policies, practices, and research that can be used to meet the needs of ACB and other vulnerable populations.

Strengths and Limitations

The anticipated broad selection and types of evidence sources will include grey literature, to maximize the breadth of findings thus, strengthening this scoping review. However, the dynamic nature of vaccination hesitancy, which will necessitate surveillance and acquiring new information to remain current, limits this study. Another restriction that could result in the loss of necessary data is the language limitation to English and French. Another drawback is that the
evidence sources might not be critically appraised, which might impact the study's validity, ability to be validated, and ability to synthesize and analyze the extracted findings.

Despite the limitations, this scoping review will help to identify, define, and highlight inequities that may impact health behaviors associated with low vaccine uptake, because it strives to increase the understanding of factors that determine low vaccine uptake in ACB populations. It is anticipated that this ScR will improve service provider knowledge in this respect and will contribute to the creation of adequate interventions.

**Dissemination**

The results from this scoping review will be disseminated through peer-reviewed open-access journals and conferences targeting public health stakeholders, vaccination campaigns and overcoming inequities in healthcare.

**Supporting Information**

**S1 File**

The Medline database search strategy:

```
Ovid MEDLINE(R) ALL <1946 to July 18, 2022>
```

- 1 vaccination refusal/ or vaccination hesitancy/ 1303
- 2 exp Vaccines/ 263498
- 3 immunization/ or immunization programs/ 64648
- 4 vaccination/ or mass vaccination/ or vaccination coverage/ 102268
- 5 or/2-4 330753
- 6 attitude to health/ or health knowledge, attitudes, practice/ or "treatment adherence and compliance"/ or "patient acceptance of health care"/ or patient compliance/ or medication adherence/ or treatment refusal/ 329383
- 7 5 and 6 10621
- 8 ((vaccin* or immunis* or immuniz* or innocul*) adj2 (attitude* or perspective* or perception* or belief* or concern* or view or views or accept* or uptake or adhere*) or
nonadhere* or comply or noncompl* or complian* or conform* or challeng* or barrier* or facilitat* or enable* or opportunit* or concern* or hesita* or refus* or reject* or abstain* or declin* or resist* or object* or deny* or denier* or denial* or decision* or nonattend* or nonattend* or reluctan* or delay* or behavior* or behaviour* or confidence or willingness or coverage or trust or distrust or mistrust or skeptic or intention*).tw,kf. 37602
10 or 7 or 8 42405
exp "Ethnic and Racial Minorities"/ or racial groups/ or minority groups/ or ethnicity/ 100515
11 blacks/ or african americans/ 95100
(african* or africal* or caribbean* or black*).tw,kf. 345606
13 10 or 11 or 12 445515
9 and 13 2222

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Vaccine</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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